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Introduction

Pungency is one of the main traits in breeding

programme and it is important to preserve the bulbs

with a proper pungency level. Pungency is related to

the content of organosulphur compounds derived

from the precursors 1-propenyl-, propyl- and methyl

cysteine sulfoxides and it is commonly extimated with

the spectrophotometric determination of pyruvic acid

(PA) content (Gordon and Barrett, 2003).

Near infra-red (NIR) spectroscopy is frequently used in

the horticultural industry to predict qualitative traits in

fresh and stored products (Li et al., 2018). Indeed,

radiation included in the range 780-2500 nm interacts

with the functional groups of the chemicals that

compose the vegetable. Both the reflection and

absorption can be related to the amount of a

qualitative compound according to a mathematical

model.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop a

model for the non-destructive assessment of onion

pungency by using a low cost and portable NIR sensor

(SCIO™ NIR micro-spectrometer).

A panel of 74 genotypes was assembled with long day
and short day onion for yellow (Y) and red (R) colors.
Mature bulbs were harvested and their juice was
extracted after 3 months of storage (fig.1). The PA
concentration was spectrophotometrically measured
according to the Gordon’s method (Gordon and
Barrett, 2003) and subsequent modifications (Marino et
al., 2012).

The panel was scanned with the SCiO® NIR micro-
spectrometer as following: per each genotype, 5 bulbs
properly prepared were divided in 5 slices for 5
replicates, then a total of 125 spectrum per each variety
was acquired in the wavelength range of 740-1070 nm
(fig. 2).
Data were collected with SCiO™ molecular sensors and
registered on the SCiO™ web-cloud (SCiO™ lab online
application, Consumer Physics Inc., Tel-Aviv, Israel).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of spectral data
was carried out to reduce the whole spectrum data
vector of 330 values (one per wavelength) to a shorter
vector (typical 3-6 values) by using SCiO™ web-cloud.
Each one of the spectra was attributed to a single value
of PA content in order to calibrate the model.
Previously, spectral data processing techniques were
applied in the SCiO™ web-cloud server which included
log transformation, second order derivation and
standard normal variate (SNV). Then the model was
created on the cloud database using the random forest
estimate (RFe) algorithm.
Predictions were compared to the measured pyruvate
values: the coefficient of determination, R2 and the
root-mean-square error, RMSE were generated by the
SCiO™ Lab application to evaluate the performance of
the calibration models.

Figure 1. Picture of SCiO™ molecular sensors used for spectra acquisition.

PCA analysis shows the repartition of the spectra in a

plan according to their characteristics (fig. 3). Clearly,

PCA analysis notice a segregation of the spectrum

according to the bulb color. Furthermore, PCA reveals

a very high spectrum variability that suggests a

powerful model.

Figure 3: PCA of the measured spectrum after processing related to

red bulbs (blue color) and yellow bulbs (yellow color).

PA content of the bulbs included in the panel show a

variation of 2,28 to 17,57 µM based on the genotype

(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Quantitative prediction of onion pyruvate concentration.

Each scattered dot represents the average spectra of three scans

from each bulb sample. Grey solid lines are the regression lines row

spectra generated using the SCiO Lab app.

In the global model a R² of 0.648 and a RMSE of 1.58%

were obtained (tab. 1). On the other hand, separated

models based on the bulb color show higher values of

R² and lower RMSE: R² = 0.757 for Y bulbs and 0.745

for the R ones; RMSE = 1.207% and 1.287% for Y and R

onions, respectively.

In general, quantitative prediction of the PA content

for onion bulbs (yellow and red colors) was not

enough reliable for onion breeding purposes (R2

0.648; RMSE 1.58, table 1). Probably in R bulbs there

were 2 relevant processes that affected the global

model: 1) the interference of anthocyanin compounds

with NIR radiation (Marino et al., 2012) and 2) higher

level of PA content compared to Y bulbs. As a

consequence, also PCA revealed a different

distribution of the spectra for Y and R bulbs. These

observations suggested to separate the populations (Y

vs R) in order to develop 2 different models for PA

estimation. The improvement of the predictive

capability for the models was very high, indeed the

main statistical attributes increased up to: R2=0.757

and 0.745, RMSE =1.207% and 1.287% respectively for

Y and R bulbs.

The SCIO molecular sensor covers a narrow range of

wavebands (740-1070 nm) compared to the full NIR

range (780-2500 nm) (Li et al., 2018). Anyway,

appropriate models have been developed to estimate

onion pungency in yellow and red bulbs and new

samples can be tested for external validation and

eventually to improve the predictivity of the model.

Further models on other qualitative traits can also be

developed for onion breeding purposes.
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Onion Model

Range of 
pyruvic acid 
content (uM) R² RMSE

Y + R 2,27-17,53 0,648 1,58

Y 2,27-13,5 0,757 1,207

R 2,58-17,53 0,745 1,287

Table 1. Calibration models of bulb pyruvate concentration based on

NIR spectra. Data were collected by using SCiO™ molecular sensor

and the models were developed in the web cloud: SCiO™ Lab for

yellow (Y) and red (R) onions.

Figure 1. Picture of the extracted juice of the bulbs used for the PA

spectrophotometric measurement.


